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Editor
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Your reference: Manuscript Submission

We are resubmitting our article entitled: “Efficacy of Acupuncture and Electroacupuncture in patients with nonspecific low back pain: protocol of a randomized clinical trial”, TRIALS as original article. We also confirm that our manuscript has not been submitted and is not simultaneously being submitted elsewhere.

This study had Public Financial Support of: (CAPES) - Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior – National Consult of Research and Development and there is not conflict of interest to the work.

Regarding the paper, we had submitted to Trials, we sincerely thank the suggestions put forward, as they neatly contributed to improving our study.

Please find enclosed the article final version, changed in accordance to the suggestions made, as well a letter containing our replies.

While waiting for the journal new assessment of our work, we remain.

Yours sincerely,

Author